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Part A
Answer any two questions.
Each question carries a weight of 4.

1. 'Learning is multi dimensional and hence the evaluation must be comprehensive'. Elucidate the
significance of this statement in the light of modern trends of assessment in commerce education.
2. 'Learning, must result in production ofknowledge'.How can we facilitate such learning in business
subjects? Give examples.
3.

Give it critkitl an.alysi.~of the recent trends 3!reSeafches
a review of any two research in the area.

in the area of COUillierCe educatiun. Give

4. Explain different possibilities ofusing IT for teaching of business subjects at different levels.
(2 x 4 = 8)

Part B
Answer any six questions.
Each question carries a weight of 2.
5. What is activity centred approach? How can we use it in teaching business subjects?
6. Briefly describe the significance ofcommerce education in present Indian context.
7. How can we make learning business subjects learner centred? Give examples.
8. How can we adopt the theories of Goleman in the teaching and learning of business subjects ?
Give examples.
9. Explain the scope of portfolio assessments in business subjects.
10. Explain the classification of knowledge considered while planning instruction as per the revised
Bloom Taxonomy.
11. Illustrate with examples the use of interdisciplinary approach for facilitating learning business
subjects.
12. 'A teacher is an educational practitioner'. Elucidate this statement in the light of the functions
expected from a commerce teacher.
(6 x 2 = 12)
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Part C
Answer any six questions.
Each question carries a weight of 1.
13. How can we evaluate the developments in co-scholastic areas of commerce students ?
14. What is the significance of the theory ofVygotsky in teaching business subjects.
15. Explain the significance of critical pedagogy in ieaching business subjects.
16. What are the recent developments in commerce education?
17. Explain the significance of internal assessment oflearners.
18. What is the significance ofe-portfolios in commerce education?
19. Differentiate between multi media approach and multi methodology approach.
20. Give examples for environmental oriented learning in business subjects.
(6 x 1 = 6)

Part D
Answer all questions.
Each question carries 'h weight.
21. List out measures for moiivatingthe learning of business subjects.
22. Differentiate between direct grading and indirect grading.
23. What are the advantages of internal assessment?
24. How action research is usefulin teaching commerce subjects?
25. What is 'Intelligent Tutoring System' ?
26. Write a researchable problem in commerce education.
27. How will you deal with lack oflearner satisfaction in learning commerce?
28. Give an example for multi level question in any topic of commerce.
29. What are the major strengths of the present commerce curriculum in Kerala ?
30. What is the significance of mastery learning in commerce?
31. How learning of commerce can make need based?
32. What are the techniques of evaluating commerce students ?
(12 x 'h = 6)
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